
Do you still manage projects and resources like this?

Ask yourself:

You can do much better!
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Do you trust your data at mangement level?

How much risk are you prepared to take when it comes to business-critical decisions? 

How many critical business decisions rely on Excel and PowerPoint reports?

How much time, energy and resources fight against tools that simply weren’t designed for that?

How much effort do you spend to keep such a process alive?



Meet PQFORCE 
Planning Intelligence for Enterprises of Today
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PQFORCE is a unique web-based multi-user solution that ensures cost 
optimization in multi-project and resources management. PQFORCE 
connects all business units of an enterprise and its world-wide locations 
as well as all project stakeholders, including customers and suppliers, in 
a never-seen-before way. PQFORCE substantially increases the productivity 
and efficiency in the enterprise due to its real-time architecture with artifi-
cial intelligence and a best-practice planning approach.
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INTRASOFT is an independent Swiss software-solution provider. PQFORCE was developed from scratch within 
only 3 years by INTRASOFT in collaboration with various Swiss multinationals. This ensures the implementation 

of best practice in project and resources management. Fore more information contact us at:

About us

Tel. +41 41 429 08 80  |  www.pqforce.com  |  info@pqforce.com 

Enterprise-wide holistic planning
Not only does it cover all the planning levels from strategic portfolio 
management down to project planning and execution, it also seamlessly 
links project-oriented planning with skill-based resources management. 

Unlimited users

SaaS or on-premise
primarily a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), can also be 
acquired and installed as an on-premises solution

Subscriptions are charged per managed resource and 
project. Any entity that can be planned counts as a 
resource (employee, organisational unit, skill etc.)

Resources-based pricing

Included in the standard subscription comes a support 
and backup SLA. Optionally, you can go for higher-order 
SLA to increase hotline availability, increase support 
time quotas, shorten reaction times, shorten backup 
intervals, enlarge the number of backup copies etc.

Optional SLAs (support and security)

A business case analysis shows that in a typical 
scenario an organisation with a size of about 300 
resources achieves a return on investment after less 
than a year. Ask us for checklists and templates, 
and easily calculate your own business case!

Check your own business case
Small investment
A highly customizable commercial off-the-shelf prod-
uct that due to its SaaS nature allows substantial saves 
on investment budgets 

Gain planning security and reliability by distributing the 
spendings over time: no need for a big investment

Pay as you go

PQFORCE is introduced and rolled out in the enterprise in an iterative manner

Pick a small solution package
Start running pilot setup with 
a dozens of users

Choose your own rollout pace, 
be it weeks or months

top-notch architecture based on 
latest web standards and technolo-
gies for uncomparable performances

Real-time web architecture Tiny footprint - no installation
All you need to use PQFORCE is a 

modern web browser plus an Internet 
connection. On premises installation 

is available

delivered from highly-secure 
ISO27000-certified Swiss 

datacenters

100% Swiss-made


